Abstract. We propose and analyze an architecture for storage servers in large Video on Demand (VoD) systems. We describe a method for distributing the collection of titles among the levels of the storage hierarchy, based on estimates of the mean demand for each title. The resulting distribution minimizes cost for a given level of performance. Since high availability is desirable in VoD systems, we consider the use of mirroring or parity-based redundancy ( a l a RAID) and estimate the e ect on the system's cost and availability. In the very-large-scale storage systems needed for VoD, the placement of disk arrays on the pool of computers mu s t b e c hosen carefully to provide high availability for the least cost. We propose a strategy for arranging disk arrays on a pool of PCs our strategy is inspired by Holland and Gibson's work on parity declustering for RAID.
Introduction
A Video on Demand (VoD) system provides access to a library of video (e.g., digitized movies) by m ultiple independent subscribers in homes or o ces. Large VoD systems would have been impossible to deploy cost-e ectively with the technology of two decades ago two decades from now they should seem easy. V oD systems should be a common application on the coming \information superhighway."
To b e t t e r a n ticipate future design issues, we create analytical models of VoD systems and their cost and performance. We concern ourselves with large systems and with very high performance, the better to illustrate the challenges in engineering VoD systems.
A V oD system in a large metropolitan area might serve 1 0 4 to 10 5 simultaneous viewers (N V ) at its busiest. The library of movies, etc., might easily contain 10 3 to 10 4 titles (N T ). Although home viewers might tolerate signi cant delays in starting or restarting a movie, we require a latency of at most a few seconds for such operations this allows stored video also to be used in interactive applications. We assume that the popularities of the titles follow a Zipf-like distribution, i.e., that the popularity o f t h e i th title is proportional to 1=i.
General Architectural Assumptions
Each title is striped across an array o f G storage devices (i.e., G is the group size). During playback, the data stream must enter the distribution network at the same rate r it is to be viewed: a few Mb/s. As this is an order of magnitude slower than disks can read, each disk array c a n s e r v e roughly 10G streams. We choose to concentrate equipment a t a c e n tral site, where it can be shared, such that each viewer needs only a network connection and a simple set-top unit (STU) to decode the stream and provide a user interface.
We assume a numberofserver computers at the central site, each with its own disks, interconnected via a high-speed network, and attached to the distribution network. Since the limiting factor at the servers is the bandwidth of the memory-I/O bus, we c hoose the PC architecture for the servers, as commodity hardware minimizes cost per bandwidth.
In a large VoD system, component failures will be common. We s a y t h a t t h e servers can tolerate a failure if, despite that failure, the servers can continue to provide nearly uninterrupted service to all N V viewers. (We allow a small hiccup in scheduling that could be masked by a bu er in the STU.)
Focus: High-level Server Design
We restrict our attention to the physical and logical architecture of the servers. We seek the optimal distribution of titles between disk and RAM, and the optimal layouts of titles among disks and PCs, in order to minimize cost and maximize availability a t a g i v en level of performance.
In a VoD system, unlike a general-purpose le system, the data are large and static, real-time response is required, bandwidth can be pre-allocated, and the usage patterns of the viewers are partly known. We base our design on these features.
Placing Titles in the Storage Hierarchy
The function of the servers is playback of stored video data. Various storage media are available, each with di erent cost and performance. The available storage media are called the storage hierarchy. Descending the hierarchy corresponds to decreasing cost per unit capacity a n d increasing cost per unit throughput.
Server design includes deciding where in the hierarchy to store each title. Multiple copies of a title may be needed to serve all of the requested streams for that title this is replication for throughput. W e arrange titles in the storage hierarchy with more popular titles in higher levels storing a popular title at a lower level would require more copies of that title, counterbalancing the lower cost per unit capacity a t t h e l o wer level. For concreteness, we assume that the storage hierarchy comprises RAM, (magnetic) disk, and (magnetic) tape, in that order. Generalizing our analysis to accommodate additional storage media is straightforward.
We q u a n tify the above placement argument for the particular case of allocating titles between RAM and disk. The number of streams that can be served from each copy of a title depends on the layout of the data|in particular, it can be increased by striping a title across an array of storage devices. We assume a title in RAM is striped across G PCs a title on disk is striped across G disks. (Relaxing the assumption that the same group size is used for both media does not a ect our conclusions.) Let t D 3 The second summands are the cost of the needed PC throughput the factor of 2 in P t D re ects data on disk crossing the PC's I/O-bus twice before transmission. Viewing these costs as functions of s, w e see that they intersect at some value of s, which w e denote s t RAM . The system cost is minimized by storing titles with s s t RAM in RAM, and titles with s < s t RAM at a lower level.
The above calculation assumes the disk system is throughput-limited note that no such assumption was made for RAM. If the disk system is su ciently capacity-limited (i.e., the total required disk storage space equals the total available disk storage capacity), then the cost of serving the streams for this title from disk is just the cost of the storage space roughly, P c D = i D dr cD p D . Of course, the intersection of P RAM and P c D de nes a di erent cut-o between RAM and disk. Since we don't know a priori which cut-o is correct, we c o m p u t e the cut-o s RAM as follows. We calculate an initial estimate for s RAM by assuming the disk system is throughput-limited|this estimate is s t RAM . W e then check whether the resulting disk system is actually throughout-limited. If so, we a r e done if not, we increment s RAM repeatedly until the disk system is throughputlimited. This method often leads to a nal con guration where the disk system is at the balance-point of being capacity-limited and throughput-limited. The examples in Section 5 illustrate this.
Distributing Titles Between Disk and Tape. It is tempting to store the least popular titles only on tape when they are not being viewed and copy t h e m t o disk as needed. However, calculations similar to those above s h o w that, except in VoD systems with low ratios of viewers to titles, the tape throughput needed for on-demand copying costs (almost) as much as the disk capacity that is saved. We conclude that using tape in this way is generally not worthwhile, especially if the additional complexity of supporting on-demand loading of titles from tape is taken into account.
Redundancy in RAM
Another major design decision for VoD servers is the form of redundancy to use. Di erent redundancy schemes may be more attractive at di erent levels of the storage hierarchy, s o w e discuss the choices separately for RAM and disk. In this section, we discuss brie y the resources needed for titles in RAM for no redundancy, parity, and mirroring. Availability is analyzed in Section 6.
The use of parity for fault-tolerance is well-known from RAID 1]. The resource requirements depend on where missing data is reconstructed. Reconstruction in the STU instead of the servers has some bene ts (e.g., reducing the net cost of the servers and STUs) and some drawbacks (e.g., increasing the performance requirements for the STUs).
If reconstruction is done in the STU, then the STU must be fast enough to reconstruct the missing data in real-time. Since the STU is processing a single video stream, this requirement i s m o d e s t .
If reconstruction is done in the server, extra PC throughput is required for the PCs to exchange data to reconstruct the missing data. The task of reconstruction can be distributed among many PCs (not just those in the a ected array) to reduce the additional PC throughput needed.
The cost of mirroring is dominated by the cost of the extra RAM needed for storage.
Disk Organization and Redundancy
After deciding which titles to store on disk, we m ust still choose the layout of the titles on the disks and the layout of the disks on the PCs. For the former, we continue to assume that each c o p y of a title on disk is striped across exactly G disks. The arrangement of these disk arrays on the PCs a ects the availability. The best choice depends on the form of redundancy.
In this section, we determine the resource requirements for titles on disk with each redundancy option availability is analyzed in Section 6. The requirements depend on both the form of redundancy and the tolerated f a i l u r es, i.e., t h e t ypes of failures the system tolerates. For example, using mirroring when the system must tolerate any single disk failure requires doubling the disk capacity.
Two principles help determine the best organization. For economy, the organization should minimize the resources needed to tolerate tolerated failures. For availability, it should minimize the number of viewers a ected by non-tolerated failures.
Organizations with No Redundancy
A system with no redundancy tolerates no failures. Availability is maximized by distributing each disk array o n to as few PCs as possible, since this minimizes the number of viewers a ected by e a c h PC failure.
Organizations with Parity: Declustered Disk Arrays
We use parity to tolerate failure of a single disk or PC. 4 One simple organization is to arrange the PCs into arrays of size G. E a c h a r r a y of disks is spread across an array of PCs each PC has at most one disk from each disk array. T h i s m a k es it possible for the system to tolerate a PC failure.
The resource requirements for the servers depend on where reconstruction is done. Reconstruction in the STU requires few additional resources. The resources needed for reconstruction in the servers depend on the transmission schedule in the event of failure. One simple schedule has each PC in the a ected array synchronously read data from disk, exchange the data with the other PCs, reconstructs its part of the missing data, then transmits its data to the STUs according to the normal transmission schedule. In the event of a failure, PCs read data earlier than normal but transmit it at the usual time, so additional bu er RAM is needed. 5 The main costs of parity-based redundancy are this bu er RAM and the extra PC throughput needed for reconstruction.
With the organization sketched above, in the event of the failure of a PC with n D PC disks, the extra load on the surviving PCs in the a ected array o f P C s is n D PC times the extra load resulting from a single disk failure, as is the extra RAM and throughput needed. The resource requirements can be signi cantly reduced by better distributing the extra load caused by a PC failure. Intuitively, we think of the PCs as a large homogeneous pool and arrange the disk arrays on the PCs to minimize the average number of disk arrays \shared" by e a c h p a i r of PCs.
More precisely, w e s a y t h a t t wo PCs share a disk array i both of the PCs have a disk in that disk array. L e t i = m a x (fshared(i j) j j 6 = ig), where i and j name PCs and shared(i j) i s t h e n umber of disk arrays shared by i and j. A declustered disk array organization is one that (nearly) minimizes = N ;1 PC P i i , where N PC is the number of PCs in the system. These organizations are closely analogous to those proposed by Holland and Gibson for arranging data stripes among a pool of PCs 5] . Using the formulas in their Section 4.2, we 4 Our availability analysis takes into account that some double disk failures can also be tolerated. 5 This bu ering can be eliminated by reading the data from disk twice, but our calculations show that the extra disk throughput generally costs more than the bu er RAM. 
Organizations with Mirroring
As with parity, the system tolerates the failure of a single disk or PC. As in the rst organization with parity, the PCs are divided into arrays of size G, a n d disk arrays are striped across arrays of PCs. To minimize the PC throughput needed to handle a PC failure, we again use a form of declustering: the backups of di erent disk arrays on a PC array are placed on di erent P C a r r a ys. The resource analysis for mirroring is similar to that for parity.
Hardware Cost
We estimate hardware costs for various server designs, based on the analysis sketched above. We adopt many simpli cations of reality, so our gures are rough estimates of actual cost. For example, although the video streams may be variable-bit-rate, we use just the mean bit-rate in our calculations. We adopt only simpli cations that are roughly \orthogonal" to the design issues under consideration, so our analysis should re ect the relative costs for di erent designs.
We assume that the network can multicast data for example, an ATM network based on the AN2 switch 9 ] c a n m ulticast. This is useful for the most popular titles: multiple viewers can receive the same stream, so the servers need never to supply more than (say) one stream per second per title.
Our calculations are based on the expected hardware cost and performance gures for late 1995 given in Table 1 . We take the mean bit-rate of a stream to be r = 3 Mb/s this corresponds to VHS-quality video encoded with MPEG-2. Increasing the group size G improves load-balancing and reduces replication of titles but reduces availability. W e t a k e G = 50 this is just large enough to require negligible replication of titles for throughput. Thus, by storing titles in RAM, striping widely, and taking advantage of network multicast, we nearly eliminate replication for throughput we use redundancy primarily for enhancing availability. Tables 2 and 3 describe a \medium" VoD system (N T = 1 0 4 N V = 1 0 5 ) and a \large" VoD system (N T = 1 0 4 N V = 4 10 5 ), respectively. The three sections of each table give the design, its hardware requirements, and the resulting availability. The \Redundancy" row g i v es the forms of redundancy used for RAM and for disk (in that order, if two forms are given), or for both (if only one form is given). \Par(ity)" denotes parity with reconstruction in the servers \ParSTU" denotes reconstruction in the STU. N RAM T is the number of titles stored in RAM. The \Disk-cap." and \Disk-tput." rows count the disks required for capacity and for throughput the number of disks needed is the maximum of these. The \PC" row c o u n ts the PCs needed. The \Network" row estimates the cost of the internal network used by the servers to interchange reconstruction data. The cost of the external network is not included, since it is constant among these designs. The row labeled \ir" is discussed in Section 6. In the medium system, the optimum value of N RAM T results in the disk system being both throughput-limited and capacity-limited. In the large system, the disk system is throughput-limited but not capacity-limited.
Comparing \Parity" and \Mir/Par" for the medium system shows that the reduced storage cost from parity in RAM is o set by the cost of the PC throughput needed for reconstruction. The same e ect can be seen in the large system by comparing the columns \Mirror" and \Par/Mir."
For titles on disk, we see that parity is more attractive in the medium system, while mirroring is more attractive in the large system. For titles in RAM, parity i s more attractive than mirroring if we reconstruct in the STUs otherwise, parity and mirroring are about equally expensive and mirroring has slightly better availability. F or both systems, the cheapest redundancy option increases the system cost by about 3% for reconstruction in the STUs, and by about 13% otherwise.
Availability
Redundancy can increase availability. W e quantify availability a s ir, the \mean rate of observed interruptions due to server failures, per STU." \Observed interruptions" do not include failures when the STU is not in use. To quantify this, we i n troduce two parameters: the mean fractional load on the system, denoted meanFL and the maximum fraction of STUs active at once, denoted maxFA. Note that the total number of STUs is N V =maxFA, and that the mean number of active S T U s i s N V meanFL. W e t a k e meanFL = 1 =4 a n d maxFA = 1 =3. As a sanity c heck o n t h e s e v alues, note that each STU is in use (meanFL)(maxFA) o f the time, i.e., 1 4 h o u r s / w eek. These values represent a future time when VoD has largely supplanted broadcast TV and videotape rental in the U.S. It is easy to see the e ect of choosing other values for these parameters, since ir is directly proportional to each.
Our availability calculations are based on a classi cation of failures by cause. Following Gray and Reuter 4], we t a k e the set Causes of possible causes of failures to be: hardware (subdivided into RAM, disk, and PC), operations, maintenance, environment, and software. In equations, we abbreviate the last four causes by their rst letter. Let r(c) denote the rate of failures with cause c.
To estimate the e ect of redundancy on availability, o n e m ust consider the tolerance to failures of each cause. We propose the following model. Each failure is assumed to have the e ect of rendering inoperative one physical or logical component of the system. In this model, the set CType of types of components that a failure may a ect are: RAM (one word of RAM), D (one disk), DA ( o n e disk array), PC (one PC), PCA (one PC array), or SYS (the entire system). For a given system design, for each c o m p o n e n t t ype t, l e t (t) denote the number of viewers whose streams are interrupted by a g i v en failure of type t.
Our model postulates that, of all the failures with a given cause c, s o m e fraction c t render inoperative a component o f t ype t. F or example, a software error in the OS will probably crash a single PC, while a software error in a scheduling module is likely to a ect an entire array o f P C s , s o S PC and S PCA are both non-zero. The mean number of viewers interrupted by a failure with cause c is the weighted sum (c) = For example, r(fD Dg) is the rate of double disk failures, and (fD Dg) i s t h e mean number of viewers interrupted by a double disk failure. Each of these rates r(C) is a parameter of the model for example, we are free to choose r(fD Dg) to re ect correlations between disk failures. The earlier discussion is still valid, when occurrences of r(c) and (c) are interpreted as abbreviations for r(fcg) and (fcg), respectively. T h us, we c o n tinue to use equation (1) to de ne on singleton sets. In contrast, we do not assume any particular form for the equations de ning on sets of cardinality greater than one these equations are derived using probabilistic arguments and contain only the parameters introduced above. Finally, the mean rate of observed interruptions due to server failures, per STU, is ir = (meanFL)(maxFA)
Availability Calculations
The availabilities in Tables 2 and 3 were obtained using the model sketched above. Table 4 contains the failure rates used in our calculations. They are based primarily on data from surveys of Tandem customers 3, 4 ] and on product information (e.g., 7]). The failure rates reported in the Tandem surveys are per Multiple failures involving more than two causes are so infrequent that their contribution to ir is negligible. Compared to single failures, double failures make a modest but non-negligible contribution to ir. Since the total contribution of double failures to ir is modest, we k eep only the largest double-failure terms. The largest rates of single failures are for software, disk, and PC, so we consider only the six combinations of these.
Since the redundancy schemes discussed here do not provide (complete) tolerance to software failures, the contribution to ir from single software failures dominates contributions from double-failure terms involving software failures. 6 Thus, it su ces to include contributions from the three double-failure terms involving combinations of disk and PC. Simple probabilistic arguments yield the following estimates: 
(fPC PCg) = ( ( G ; 1)=(N PC ; 1)) (PCA) :
(6) Similar reasoning is used to obtain formulas for other organizations and other forms of redundancy. These calculations yield the gures for ir in Tables 2 and 3 . We conclude that parity or mirroring provide comparable increases in availability: adding either form of redundancy reduces the interruption rate by 75{90%.
Conclusions
We h a ve examined high-level design of VoD servers. Our designs and analysis contain novel features. We h a ve described a method for distributing the collection of titles among the levels of the storage hierarchy. Our method is speci c to VoD only in that it requires estimates of the mean demand for each le. This problem has also been studied by T etzla et al. 8] a n d b y Do ganata and Tantawi 2].
In a very-large-scale storage system, the placement o f e n tire disk arrays is an important issue. If parity-based redundancy is used, we propose arranging disk arrays on a pool of PCs using techniques similar to those used to arrange data stripes on a pool of disks 5]. This idea is not speci c to VoD. Choosing the placement of disk arrays is complementary to allocating titles to disk arrays 6].
Our availability analysis re ects the increased tolerance to failures of all kinds that redundancy provides. For example, mirroring provides tolerance to some software failures, as well as tolerance to certain hardware failures. We estimate tolerance to non-hardware failures by modeling the e ects of non-hardware failures as failures of logical components.
Numerical studies of our model show t h a t i n telligent use of redundancy in a VoD system increases cost moderately (by about 13%) and improves availability signi cantly (reducing interruptions by 75{90%). In some systems, it is attractive to use di erent redundancy schemes for titles in di erent levels of the storage hierarchy.
More work is needed to study the interaction between the storage architectures proposed here and other crucial elements of VoD systems, such as admission control, scheduling, and full VCR-like functionality.
